Monte Carlo simulations were performed to optimize the layer thickness of a Compton camera which utilizes multiple Compton scatterings. The optimum layer thickness was found to be less than 0.5 mm for 150 keV, 2 mm for 511 keV gamma rays and approximately 5 mm for 1000 keV gamma rays . The efficiencies of two multiple Compton scatter cameras which consist of a 20 layer stack of either 1 mm or 4 mm thick Si strip detectors surrounded by a 2 cm thick CsI(TI) side counter are presented for 150-1000 keV gamma rays . The expected angular resolution of the proposed design (1 mm thick, 20 layer Si) is presented for different assumed noise levels over the energy range 150-1000 keV.
Introduction
A multiple Compton scatter camera which consists of a stack of thin, large-area, energy and position sensitive detectors was first proposed by Kamea and Hanada [1] . Their conceptual design of a multiple Compton camera had 50 layers of 0.5 mm thick silicon strip detectors in a stack with the layers separated by 3 mm and surrounded by a high efficiency annular detector. Because of the thinness of the layers, the energy range of their design is limited to 150-600 keV. Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of a multiple Compton scatter imaging camera . While such a camera is more complex than a single Compton camera, it offers the potential of highly efficient measurements of the direction, energy, and polarization of the incident gamma rays .
In this work, we present the calculations for optimizing the detector layer thickness for a multiple Compton scatter imaging camera over the energy range of 150-1000 keV. Si was chosen as a detector material because of its excellent energy resolution, high Compton to photoelectric absorption ratio, silicon's ability to operate at room temperature and the interesting developments in silicon detector technology [2] . Based on this thickness optimization, a proposed design for a multiple Compton scatter imaging camera is given. The efficiency and angular resolution of the sample design are then presented.
Optimization of layer thickness NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTS & METHODS IN PHYSICS RESEARCH Section A
One of the important design parameters for a multiple Compton scatter camera is the thickness of the detector layers . Since the desired interaction mode is Compton scattering, the probability of a single Compton scattering followed by an immediate escape of the scattered gamma ray should be maximized, while minimizing the probabilities of multiple scatterings and photoelectric events within a layer. These constraints argue for a large number of very thin layers . These very thin layers also contribute to higher angular resolution of the camera resulting from a decreased uncertainty in the reaction positions. However, a serious concern is the range of the Compton recoil electrons in the thin layers . The thickness of any layer should be large enough to contain the recoil electrons. If the recoil electron has enough energy, it may escape from the layer without depositing its full energy and may travel into an adjacent layer and deposit energy . While this condition may be identifiable by signals originating in adjacent layers or by the event not satisfying a sequence reconstruction algorithm [3] , this leads to a loss in efficiency of the camera for high gamma ray energies if the layers are made too thin .
To examine the role of detector thickness on camera efficiency, Monte Carlo simulations were performed to calculate the fraction of recorded events f, which correspond to a single Compton scattering and then escape of the scattered gamma ray from the layer, and to calculate the probability Pe, of events in which the recoil electron is captured within a layer, for vart- Figs. 2a-c show the results for 150, 511 and 1000 keV incoming gamma rays for silicon detectors. As expected, fce decreases while Pee increases with increasing detector layer thickness, giving approximately 0.5, 2 and 5 mm optimum thicknesses for 150, 511 and 1000 keV gamma rays, respectively . The arrows show the maxima of fce Pee and are fairly broad. The results suggest that the layer thickness should be chosen thinner for low energies than for higher energies .
A multiple Compton scatter camera consisting of 20 layers of 1 mm thick Si strip detectors and surrounded by a 2 cm thick CsI(Tl) detector was simulated using the Integrated Tiger series of Monte Carlo Codes [4] . Each Monte Carlo simulation used a batch of 10000 gamma rays incident normally on the camera . The proposed design differs substantially from that of Kamea and Hanada in the relatively large (-1 cm) layer spacing. The larger layer spacing is commensu#i Strictly speaking, this is true when these probabilities are independent . While there is some correlation between the probability of escape of the Compton recoil electron and the scattered photon, this correlation tends to average out over the many different incident directions and energies . This can be confirmed by the Monte Carlo results .
rate with the 1 mm strip detector pitch to ensure a small uncertainty in the cone axis. This layer spacing gives a 5°angular uncertainty if two Compton scatterings occur in adjacent detector layers . Since the mean free paths of the gamma rays in Si are several centimeters in the gamma ray energy range 150-1000 keV, the average uncertainty in the cone axis orientation will be much smaller.
3.1 . Intrinsic efficiency Fig. 3 shows the intrinsic efficiency for the proposed design, where we define this efficiency to be the probability that an incident gamma ray will yield a sequence of measurable events which could yield a correct backprojection . Using the Monte Carlo generated data, the proposed design gave efficiencies of 2.5-22% over the range of 150-1000 keV gamma rays . If electron escape and multiple scatterings were not included in our simulations, the efficiencies would have been incorrectly calculated to be 8-26% . These additional events produce unwanted signals which will not reproduce the source position correctly. Because the range of the recoil electrons becomes larger than the layer thickness at high energies, the efficiency (2 .5%) and signal-tonoise ratio of the proposed design is low for 1000 keV gamma rays . However, for a 4 mm (as opposed to 1 mm) layer thickness, an efficiency of 8.8% (15% if multiple scatterings and electron escape were not included) was calculated for 1000 keV gamma rays . Note that these efficiencies are orders of magnitude greater than what has been achieved from electronic collimation using only two detector arrays [5, 6] .
Analytic prediction of angular resolution for multiple scattering
The accuracy of the multiple Compton method depends on the accuracy with which the cone parameters are determined from the measurements of the position and energy deposition values in the detector layers . In general, the measurement uncertainties cause a spread about the true location of the point source and are described by the point source response function (PSRF) . The total contribution to the PSRF is calculated from 2 z \ 05
where o-, E and QBP are the contributions from the energy and position resolutions of the detectors.
. Energy resolution contribution to angular resolution
The contribution of PSRF by the energy resolutions of the Si detectors is given by [7] z \ (TAwHMI = 2 .35zF W AE + (~~WHM z 1 0o~ee
where F is the Fano factor, W is the average ionization energy, and AE is the deposited energy in the detector layer by the electron, (o-ôÉ HM)n .,se is the equivalent noise added by the preamplifier-amplifier combination and is expressed in terms of the equivalent noise charge (ENC), (o-AE, HM)l, lent is the equivalent spread due to detector leakage current and charge collection variations in the detector . The noise term plays an important role for determination of the energy resolution of the Si strip detectors. One of the most important noise sources is the capacitance of the strips and the connections [8] . Consequently, depending on the choice of preamplifier-amplifier combination and the length of the strips, the energy resolutions of the strip detectors can vary significantly . In our calculations, the noise term was varied between 1-10 keV and the values for F and W were chosen to be: F = 0.17 [2] , W s'=3.62cV [7] .
The contributions from the energy resolution of the detectors transform into an uncertainty in Compton scatter angle 0 (or the cone's vertex angle). Referring to Fig. 4 , since the direction of the incident gamma ray is determined from the first two Compton interactions in the silicon layers, the contributions of the energy resolutions of these silicon detector layers to the angular resolution of the camera are calculated using the Compton scattering equation :
where AE, is the energy deposited by the recoil electron in layer A, and Ey , is the energy of the scattered gamma ray after the first interaction . For convenience, we assume that the first interaction takes place in layer A, the second in layer B, and so forth. In practice, the order is determined using a sequence reconstruction algorithm described in ref. [3] . (4) where QLy is the uncertainty in the scattered gamma ray energy EY , . The energy of the scattered gamma ray E y , is calculated using the relation : 
where DE B is the energy deposited by the electron in layer B and 0 . is the angle of second Compton scattering which is calculated from the first three interaction locations. Then, QE7 can be calculated by error propagation by applying the relation :
to Eq . (5). Our interest at this point is to explore the role of energy resolution on angular resolution so we shall assume the o,,, term is comparatively negligible . For our proposed design, this is a reasonable approximation . Fig. 5 shows a surface plot of Q.m°ltiple using Eqs. (2), (4), (5) and (6) as a function of the Compton scattering angles 0, and 0 2 for 662 keV incident gamma rays . We have assumed 5 keV for the noise term in Eq . (2) and let or., be negligibly small . As may be seen, the angular resolution is excellent for 0, = 30-90°and 192 not small, and has a value of less than 2°. Note that with three or more interactions, the incident gamma ray does not need to deposit its full energy in the camera to reconstruct the incident direction and energy .
. Position resolution contribution to angular resolution
The second contribution to the PSRF is due to the position resolution of the strip detectors. Silicon strip detectors have excellent position resolutions, reaching down to a 4 wm resolution using very thin strips [9] . In our calculation, we assumed that the position resolution of the strip detector is equal to the pitch of the strips (I mm). This leads to a value for Q P of 1 .5°F WHM for the proposed design using Monte Carlo simulated data (see section 3.3 for the details) . The total angular resolution o, a is then calculated from Eq. (1) using o-,, and o-ér-lt'ph(Eyp, 0,, 0 2 ) for multiple scatterings and yields a value of -2.5°over the scattering ranges mentioned in section 3.2 .1 .
Monte Carlo simulation of the total angular resolution
The contributions of the energy and position resolutions of the detectors to the total angular resolution of the camera can be independently evaluated using the exact Monte Carlo data . For example, the broadening of the PSRF due to only the uncertainty in the energy AE deposited in a Si detector can be determined using positions at their "true" values, but allowing a spread of values for AE . The angular resolution due to the energy resolution of the detector can then be determined using these data points . Similarly exact values of AE can be used with a spread in interaction positions to find the position resolution contribution .
Monte Carlo simulations using a pencil beam source incident normally onto the camera were used to derive the angular resolution data . The actual values for the position of the interactions in the detectors and the energy deposited, AE, were taken from the Monte Carlo simulations . The errors due to the energy resolution of the strip detectors for the first interaction only were simulated in the Monte Carlo runs by assuming that the energy deposition readout from the detector for a given Monte Carlo event is given by sampling from a Gaussian distribution centered on the simulated energy deposition AE, with FWHM of o',~~HM given by Eq . (2) . For this simulation, we are assuming that the incident energy is known, thus only the first energy deposition contributes to the angular resolution . Then the backprojected cones for a given set of data were calculated by using the exact interaction positions and the modified energy deposition values . Similarly, the effects of the errors due to the interaction positions were calculated by using the position resolution of the Si strip detectors (assumed to be 1 mm FWHM in x and y and z coordinates). A Gaussian distribution centered at the x, y, and z coordinate of the interactions with FWHM of 1 mm was sampled to simulate the measurement. The backprojected cones were then calculated by using the modified interaction positions and the exact energy deposition values for each Monte Carlo event. The PSRF was calculated by tabulating the distributions of the angular difference between the true direction and the closest angle in the backprojected cones obtained from the modified energy and interaction positions. The total contribution to the PSRF was then calculated using Eq . (1). This approach should give a better estimate of the absolute resolution of the system than analyzing images after using an image reconstruction technique.
We have simulated 10 000 gamma rays to determine the PSRF of the camera and calculated the angular difference between the true source direction and the backprojected cone for each event. Fig. 6 shows the spectrum of the number of different sequences of events from a Monte Carlo simulation of the proposed multiple Compton scatter imaging camera . Note that the most probable sequence for 662 keV is the nonpro- 15D0 ductive single Compton scattering followed by an escape . The PSRF calculations did not include any spreads due to an image reconstruction algorithm. In reality, the image reconstruction algorithm will also introduce extra spread around the source . Figs . 7a-7b show the distributions of angular difference between the measured and the true direction when the energy and the position resolution of the strip detectors are applied separately for 511 keV gamma rays, giving a total angular resolution (o-y d ) of approximately 2.8°, 4.5°, and 7.5°(FWHM) assuming 1, 5, and 10 keV noise terms respectively . The noise range we have chosen to investigate, 1-10 keV, represents realistic values [9] . Table 1 summarizes the total angular resolution of the camera for 150, 511, and 1000 keV incoming gamma ray energies. The results showed that the contribution of the position resolution component (tr,,) to total angular resolution (1 .5°FWHM assuming 1 mm position resolution) is much less than the energy resolution component (o,, E) over the energy range 150-511 keV. Note that the angular resolution improves with increasing energy, but is strongly dependent on the energy resolution of the strip detectors, which in turn depends strongly on the noise source . The most important noise sources are the capacitance of the strips and connections (preamplifier and amplifier) . Consequently, depending on the choice of electronics and layer specifications, the energy resolutions of the strip detectors can vary significantly . As seen from Table 1 , the energy resolution significantly improves when the noise level is decreased from 10 to 1 keV at all energies . Moreover, the angular resolution of the camera can be improved by excluding low and high angle scatterings at the expense of efficiency, although we have not investigated this trade-off. In the above angular resolution calculations, we assumed the errors were due to the energy resolution of the strip detector for the first Compton interaction only (QÔÉ HM), assuming the incident gamma ray energy is known. However, as discussed in section 3.2 .1, for a multiple Compton scatter camera, the direction of the incident gamma ray is determined from the first two Compton interactions in the silicon layers . Consequently, it is necessary to include the errors due to the energy resolutions of the strip detectors for the first two Com ton interactions ( o-HWHM a sw"M) . We simup AEA AE B lated these errors assuming that the incident gamma ray energy is not known. Figs . 8a-8c show the distributions of angular difference between measured and true direction when energy resolutions of the first two strip detectors are applied for 662 keV incident gamma rays, giving angular resolutions of approximately 1 .7, 3, and 4.5°(FWHM) assuming 1, 5, and 10 keV noise respectively. The angular resolution assuming 5 keV (3°F WHM) was estimated to be slightly worse than the analytically determined value ( = 2°) for the average range of 01 = 30-90°and 02 not small because we have not excluded low and high angles in our simulations . Nevertheless, the reasonable agreement between the analytic and simulated results is encouraging .
Summary and conclusions 301
In this work, the optimum layer thickness of a Compton camera which utilizes multiple Compton scatterings was found to be less than 2 mm for 150-511 keV incident gamma rays and approximately 5 mm for 1000 keV gamma rays . These results suggest that the detector layer thickness should be thinner for low energy gamma rays than for high energy gamma rays . Based on this optimization, we also presented the efficiency and the angular resolution of a proposed multiple Compton scatter imaging camera which consists of 1 mm thick, 20 layer Si strip detectors surrounded with an annular CsI side counter. Monte Carlo simulations of the prototype design gave angular resolutions 2-7°(FWHM) assuming a 1 keV noise 
